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Cover Photo:  Trent University 
Durham Student Mercedes 
during the Henry House 
Archaeology Dig 

October 17 

International Archaeology Day 

Presented in partnership with Trent University 

Durham and Archaeological Services Inc. 

Oshawa Museum, 12-3 pm 

$5/person;  Free for OHS  

 

October 20 

Speaker Series 

CANADIGM presents: Souterraine Impressions: Cave 

Carvings by Canadian Soldiers in WWI 

Arts Resource Centre (45 Queen St, Oshawa),  7pm 

$3/person; Free for OHS Members 

*LOCATION CHANGE 

 

November 8 

Remembrance Lecture:  Wars and Remembrance 

in Oshawa 

Guy House, 1pm 

$5/person; Free for OHS Members 

 

November 17 

Speaker Series 

Deepa Kundur presents: Photography and the 

History of the Manipulated Image  

Presented in Partnership with the Robert 

McLaughlin Gallery 

McLaughlin Library Auditorium,  7pm 

$3/person; Free for OHS Members 

 

December 5 

Annual Lamplight Tour 

Oshawa Museum, 6-8pm 

$5/person; Free for OHS Members 

 

 

Mandate of the Oshawa Historical Society 

The mandate of the Oshawa Historical Society is to bring together 

those individuals interested in the diverse historical aspects of 

Oshawa and to research, retain, preserve and present historical 

information pertaining to the Oshawa area. The Oshawa Historical 

Society maintains, as an agent for the City of Oshawa, the Oshawa 

Community Museum.  
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Join the OCM on the first Sunday of every month and 
immerse yourself in history! Every Sunday FUNday brings 
a new hands-on activity!  Drop in between 12 & 4pm.  

October 4 
Archaeology in Oshawa: Explore artifacts found at First 
Nations sites in Oshawa and make your own artifact out 
of clay. 

November 1 
Drop Spindles: An introduction to spinning yarn. 

December 6 
Pen & Ink Writing: Write letters to Santa using straight pens and ink. Seal them 
with wax! 

On last Sunday of the month, join the OCM for 

afternoon tea.  Enjoy your tea and scones while our 

Visitor Hosts lead engaging historical discussions.  

September 27 

Dear Folks at Home: The 

First World War in Letters 

October 25 

Mourning After  

 

November 29 

Adelaide McLaughlin’s 

Chrysanthemum Teas  

Location Change—October Speaker Series 

The location of October’s Speaker Series is the Arts Resource 

Centre Auditorium (45 Queen Street).  Parking will remain 

unaffected because the Arts Resource Centre is in the same 

civic complex as our usual meeting location. 
 

If you have questions, please call or email Lisa:  

905-436-7624 x 106 or membership@oshawamuseum.org 
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We Dig Local History 

I can now say this literally since I attended the open 

house at our Oshawa Community Museum at the end 

of August. Members of the OHS were invited to drop by 

the south yard of Henry House to see first-hand what 

students from Trent University were unearthing and 

setting aside to assess further. This is a continuation of 

the partnership that began a few years back which 

brought Trent students studying archaeology to our 

property to help research the early lives of the people 

who helped to settle and build Oshawa.  

At first glance when I arrived it looked like a cross between a Sunday picnic, a 

construction site and the forensic examination of crime scene. Small groups of people 

were scattered about the yard which was festooned with several yards of colourful 

string stretched between posts and large spikes and marked with bright colours. Mixed 

in with this was a transit level, several measuring posts and lots of small tools and 

equipment.  

Off to one side was a growing pile of finely sifted dirt, a sifting screen and several piles 

of neatly cut sod from the yard. Next to this a rectangular hole that looked like the 

start of a small grave but the bodies that were in it were only ankle-deep at this point. 

While there are only four students and their professor, Dr. Helen Haines, taking part 

this year, there was already a great deal of excitement and anticipation based on early 

finds in week one of the dig. Helen shared some of the finds with members of the OHS 

who were on hand for the open house and explained their process for digging test 

holes, mapping out the area in grids and documenting their finds as to location and in 

which layer of earth. From this they will be able to determine approximate time-

periods for their finds.   

If you were fortunate enough to be around in the same area during the summer of 

2011 you will remember similar archaeological dig but with several more students and 

even more activity. That series of digs resulted in several significant finds of broken 

pottery and glassware that revealed an even higher standard of living for the original 

residents than previously believed. All of this adds to our understanding of early life 

here in Port Oshawa.  
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Part of that previous experience included an evening at the Trent campus here in 

Oshawa late in the fall where the archaeology students shared their finds during an 

open house for our members and the public. The students were able to display the 

artifacts that they found and share what they learned through studying those artifacts 

and the conclusions that they developed as a result of their research. They will again 

share information on their process and what they learned about our Henry House site 

during a similar open house will be held this fall when we will be able to learn even 

more from this year’s dig. Again, this year, the artifacts themselves and the notes on 

their research will be donated to the Museum for our collection and future displays.  

If you have travelled the side-roads of Durham during the summer you may have come 

across other archaeological digs. I have seen at least four myself and have learned that 

many of these include pioneer and early homestead sites rather than the more 

traditional Native settlement sites. Watch for more information coming your way on 

both the Trent University Durham open house this fall and our involvement in the 

celebration of Archaeology Week in Ontario where you will be able to learn much 

more about archaeology and its importance to increasing our understanding of our 

local history. It is encouraging to see that our Ontario Government is ensuring that this 

history is not lost as major projects such as the 407 extension make their way across 

Durham and archaeological digs like these are undertaken.  

Of course that got me thinking about what might 

happen in another 200 years. Will similar teams be 

excavating where we have lived and pondering 

over the shards of Tupperware and empty 

beverage cans that will be evidence of how we 

lived our lives? Or will they be more likely to be 

digging up our pasts through social media middens 

and endless archives of selfies? Only time will tell.  

Enjoy the coming OHS year. It promises to be a very 

educational one.  

Merle Cole 

OHS President 
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By Melissa Cole, Curator 

While researching for our current exhibit, Mourning After: The Victorian Celebration of 

Death I realized there was a difference between the terms coffin and casket. These 

terms are often used interchangeably to describe a box used to bury a dead body in, 

however in North America there is a difference.  When discussing burial containers, 

there are dozens of terms that can be employed and a range of descriptive terms. It is 

important to use the correct terminology since different types of containers have 

different implications. In history, the difference between simple terms like coffin and 

casket can mean drastically different things when interpreting the date of the burial or 

cultural affiliations. 

A coffin is defined as a funerary box used for the display and containment of the dead 

for burial or cremation. The term was first used in English during the 14th century and 

stems from the Latin term cophinus, meaning ‘basket’. It refers specifically in North 

America to a tapered hexagonal or octagonal box that has an anthropoid shape to it. 

This means that the shape of the box conforms to a person’s body. The lid is similar in 

shape, and can be a solid piece or hinged at the top for viewing purposes. The fittings 

(handles, decorations, etc.) on the exterior are known as coffin furniture or jewellery 

and can be useful in gaining information about dates of construction and wealth of the 

individual. The material of the coffin is also revealing as it often varies with availability, 

wealth and fashion.  In Oshawa’s Farewell Cemetery, hexagonal coffins were used until 

approximately 1881.   

The term casket was originally defined as a box for treasures or jewellery. The use of 

the word in reference to a burial container began during the rise of the undertaking 

trade in North America. During the 18th and 19th century, funeral directors and the 

funerary trade rose in popularity. The introduction of caskets, being a rectangular box 

for viewing and burial, was done in order to ease the mourning process. The display of 

the dead within the casket appears more like a bed and with embalming practices 

gives the appearance of sleep. It was thought that the term casket was kinder, and it 

would be less offensive to see the deceased in a box that does not resemble a dead 

body.    Some felt that this change in burial container from coffin to casket was 

sheltering people from the reality of death.   Nathaniel Hawthorne in 1863 stated 

“Caskets! A vile modern phrase, which compels a person … to shrink … from the idea 

of being buried at all.”  Despite this, caskets are the most common Western form of 

burial container, unless one chooses to be cremated or a natural burial option. 
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I feel that it is interesting how the shift in terms is associated with shifting relationships 

of the living to death.  Over the past couple centuries there has been a strong shift 

away from death. While funerals used to be more visceral and people were exposed to 

death, now death is biological and not openly discussed. The desire to shield people 

from death is a new phenomenon. The change in terms and type of burial is reflective 

of this broader change.  

If you have not seen our latest exhibition, Mourning After: The Victorian Celebration of 

Death, I encourage to come visit us at the lake in Oshawa before the exhibit closes on 

November 27, 2015.   
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By Laura Suchan, Executive Director 

I have researched the Demill Ladies 

College (DLC) located in the Bloor/

College Hill area and its founder, 

Reverend Alfred Demill for over 15 

years.  For those of you not familiar 

with the College, DLC opened in 1876, 

at a time when there was an 

increasing desire amongst the middle 

classes for more educational 

opportunities for their daughters. 

Reverend Demill’s dream was to found 

a female boarding school that was 

unencumbered with influence from any particular denomination and would 

bring the higher branches of education within the reach of the largest possible 

number of young girls.  He believed his vision for the college would make it the 

pre-eminent facility of its kind in the Dominion and borrowed liberally from the 

philosophies of Mary Lyon of Mount Holyoke Seminary in Massachusetts, 

including a minimum entrance age of 16 to ensure girls were prepared to study 

at this level, a curriculum equivalent to men’s colleges, no affiliation with a 

particular religious denomination, low tuition to make education accessible to 

the most possible females and the idea of the students performing the 

domestic chores to keep the cost of tuition and operating expenses down.  

Demill felt that much of the education of girls (particularly education in 

Convent schools) was useless and would lead to females being ill prepared to 

raise good Christian children.  “What good would it do to have a daughter 

educated at a fancy academy,” asked Reverend Demill, “if she couldn’t cook a 

meal for her family when she was finished?” 

From the Oshawa Community Archives 

Collection 
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One of the missing pieces of my research was the location of Reverend Demill’s 

burial.  I knew the Reverend died in 1913 from a stroke, however the location 

of his burial was a mystery until recently.  Initially I thought Reverend Demill 

was buried in Glenwood Cemetery in Picton, Ontario.  This made sense to me 

since he was born nearby in New Connexion and appears to have family in the 

area.  Two years ago I visited Glenwood Cemetery to photograph his 

gravestone only to discover that Demill was buried in an unknown grave.  

Glenwood employees agreed to look into the situation and discovered that the 

Reverend was indeed buried in Glenwood in 1913 however he was disinterred 

in 1920.  The cemetery has in its possession a letter dated August 18, 1920 

from Mary Waite giving permission to Mrs. James Colden of Picton to disinter 

the Reverend from her (Waite’s) burial plot.  I haven’t discovered how these 

two women are related to Reverend Demill’s story or why Mrs. Colden wanted 

his remains disinterred.  There was also no indication as to where the 

Reverend’s body was reburied. 

Knowing the Reverend’s wife, Lucilla, 

was buried in Victoria Lawn Cemetery 

in St. Catharines Ontario, I decided this 

might be a logical place to continue my 

search.  Earlier this summer I was 

happy to get confirmation from 

cemetery employees that yes he was 

buried in the cemetery.  However as is 

usually the case with historical 

research, as one question is answered 

several more surface.  On the back of 

the Demill gravestone Elizabeth Norris 

who passed away in 1934 is listed.  Just 

one more puzzle to solve. 
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By Caitlan Madden, Museum Assistant 

This summer just flew by so fast. It feels as though just a few weeks ago I was 

starting here as a summer student once again but it seems in only a few short 

days I will be starting school again. This also happened to be my third summer 

here as a summer student so clearly I enjoy coming here to work every day. 

It may have been what feels like a short summer but it has been quite busy 

down here at the museum. Not only have I done the average summer student 

role – tours, setting up/helping with the teas, and helping with other 

programmes, as well as having the chance to shoot a few videos for the 

museum’s YouTube channel (Do You Want to be a Victorian and A Day in the 

Life of a Summer Student). Plus some other media related projects – press 

releases, tweets for Pan Am and other events.  

Two major projects that I was given for the summer were to research and start 

creating ideas of Canada’s 150th anniversary in 2017. I was able to look through 

the newspapers from 1867 from here in Oshawa and see how Oshawa felt 

about the possible chance of becoming an independent country.  As well as I 

had the chance to research and build a presentation about the Women of 

Oshawa. 

Lastly I had the pleasure of accompanying 

Lisa to Culture Squared once a month, as 

well as give Downtown Walking Tours during 

Pan Am, and we got to “Party like it 1879” at 

the Woodland Disco and Glowfest for 

Durham Festival at Parkwood.  

I would like to thank the museum for hiring 

me once again this summer. I love coming 

here every day. 
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By Carrie Bugler, Archives Assistant 

When I was told that I had a summer job here at the Oshawa Community 

Museum, I thought I would be in the back working with the picture collection 

the entire time. That my time would be spent moving pictures around and 

reorganizing everything so that it would be easier to find. Instead I got to see 

the museum as a whole and that’s cemented my plans of doing my best to 

work in a place like the museum if I can. 

Working with the public was something that I was not prepared for but 

enjoyed anyway. It’s amazing the stories that you will hear from people who 

come for the tours of the houses. Sometimes I learned things related to what 

I’m talking about from the people that were on the tour. There’s a lot to learn 

from people who have family stories or who have studied history themselves. 

Getting to show people so many interesting things about the past is something 

I’ve really come to enjoy. 

I’m writing this in my last few days here and I know for certain that I’m going 

to miss the museum once I leave. I’m going to miss meeting new people when 

I take them on tours. I’m going to 

miss learning new things every 

time or finding answers to 

questions that I’ve been asked. 

I’ll miss the houses themselves 

with their little quirks (but maybe 

not the Robinson stairs.) Mostly, 

however, I’m going to miss the 

homey feeling that I got from 

going into work every day.  
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By Karen Albrecht, Museum Assistant 

I’ve lived in Oshawa my whole life, however until this summer I barely knew 

about the history of Oshawa and its citizens. Now after spending a whole 

summer as a summer student for the Oshawa Community Museum I’ve 

learned more about Oshawa than I could ever imagine and in only twelve short 

weeks. This summer I’ve enjoyed working with all of the museum staff and the 

other summer students doing various projects. From researching in the 

archives to writing blog posts for social media and guiding visitors through the 

houses; it has been a busy summer.  

In the first half of the summer I helped our curator, Melissa, research for a new 

upcoming exhibit. My other research project, which took most of my summer, 

was on the Henry family children. Through both of these projects I’ve learned 

so much about the history of Oshawa and the families that lived here. I never 

knew that Oshawa’s first settler, Benjamin Wilson, came to Oshawa in 1793! In 

the latter half of the summer I worked on Tumblr, a social media site, to create 

posts about artifacts and photographs from the museum’s collection. This 

project was fun for me because I was required to look through the museum’s 

collections to decide what I wanted to make the posts about, which allowed 

me to learn about the artifacts we have in storage at the museum.   

Throughout the entire summer I assisted in children’s programs, Victorian teas 

and other museum events. I, and the other summer students, also gave tours 

to visitors and shared with them the history of Oshawa.  On odd days I would 

be asked to be in a picture or in a video for the purpose of the museum.  I 

debuted my lovely singing voice in a video we made this summer, entitled “Do 

you want to be Victorian”.   

This summer sure has been busy but 

being able to work in such a 

beautiful area with amazing people, 

and with the lake right outside my 

window makes it all worth it.  
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In Spring 2015, we held a photo contest, seeking original photographs of 

cemeteries, both local and from around the world.  The response we received 

was outstanding!  The photographs showcased cemeteries from Oshawa, the 

GTA, Georgia, California, South Carolina, Scotland, England, Italy, Cuba, 

Grenada, The Netherlands, and Taiwan.  We thank everyone who participated, 

promoted the contest, and who submitted their beautiful images.  

Our top photograph went to Donna Brittain! Congratulations Donna! 

Whitby Abbey, Whitby, United Kingdom; photograph by Donna Brittain 
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From August 24 to September 4, we were excited to host Dr. Helen Haines and 
four students from Trent University Durham.  Picking up where the 2011 dig 
left off, the students were hoping their excavations would shed some light on 
the mysterious rock wall which was discovered.  After two weeks, the wall is 
still somewhat of a mystery, but new discoveries were made and artifacts 
unearthed.   

Enjoy these pictures from the 2015 excavation. 

Clockwise, from top left: using the transit; Dr. Colin Carrie’s visit to the excavation; 

excavating a bone; a sample of pottery sherds found; students hard at work. 
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Digging up the truth about what Archaeologists do 

IIINTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONAL   AAARCHAEOLOGYRCHAEOLOGYRCHAEOLOGY   DDDAYAYAY   

Saturday, 
October 17, 2015 

Drop in from  
12pm - 3pm 

Cost:  

Regular Admission 

Rates Apply 

OHS members: 

FREE  

Come to the Museum for an afternoon of 

Archaeology themed activities, artifacts and talks. 

Discover the truth about what archaeologists 

really do.  

In Partnership with Trent University Durham and Archaeological 

Services Inc. 

For More Info: 

905-436-7624 x 106 

From left: Robert, Mercedes, Dr. Helen Haines, Marielle, and Lise 
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By Laura Suchan, Executive Director 

“We make a living by what we get. We make a life by what we give.”  

― Winston Churchill 

The Gift of Philanthropy 

Philanthropy - (from Greek) etymologically means "love of humanity" in the 
sense of caring, nourishing, developing and enhancing "what it is to be human" 
on both the benefactors' (by identifying and exercising their values in giving 
and volunteering) and beneficiaries' (by benefiting) parts. 

Our donors are important partners in our work and make a positive impact on 
our collections and exhibits- whether it is helping acquire pieces of Smith 
Pottery, digitize WWI newspapers or sponsor exhibits. 

Tedd Hann is one such donor. Tedd spent many years 
working for a bread company and then started work 
with the City of Oshawa in Parks before moving to the 
Centennial Pool.  He retired almost 18 years ago.  Tedd 
was an accomplished curler and once played on a team 
that scored an eight ender (a perfect score). 

Many of our long time members will remember Tedd’s 
uncle Earl, one of the founding members of the OHS. 
Tedd says he donates to the museum “in Earl’s 
memory.” After all it was Earl who first got Tedd 
interested in the work of the museum.  In 2003 Tedd 
approached the OHS about establishing an award in Earl’s memory, and the 
Earl Hann Volunteer Recognition Award was launched.  This award is given 
annually to an outstanding volunteer at the museum.  Tedd’s donation helps 
make possible a garden brick for the winner. Through donations to the Artifact 
Fund, Tedd has enabled the museum to purchase an exhibit case, publish 
Stories from the Homefront and conserve the Granny Cock painting.  Tedd says 
he gets a “great deal of satisfaction” from supporting the museum and is 
happy to “continue Earl’s work.” 

On behalf of the staff and board of the OHS I would like to thank Tedd for his 
generosity over the years.  

To make a donation to the Artifact Fund please contact Laura Suchan, 
Executive Director at 905 436 7624 ext. 104. 

Tedd Hann 
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Two handy websites to remember: 

www.oshawahistoricalsociety.org  — News, info, 

pictures, all related to the Oshawa Historical Society  

oshawamuseum.wordpress.com— Our blog is a great 

place to visit for interesting articles between 

newsletters!   There is a new post every week, so visit 

often! 

September 15 
Laura Suchan and Melissa Cole, OCM 

Oshawa’s Union Cemetery 
 

October 20 
CANADIGM 

Canada and WWI 
Location Change: Arts Resource Centre, 45 Queen Street, Oshawa 

 

November 17 
Dr. Deepa Kundur 

Photography and the History of the Manipulated Image 
Presented in partnership with the Robert McLaughlin Gallery  

It is with great sadness that I must announce that long 

time OHS member; Kay Murray has passed away this 

summer. Kay was a member of the OHS and volunteer 

since 2002. When I started at the museum Kay would 

help me with children’s programs, got dressed up for 

Halloween events, and got dressed down to work hard 

in the gardens.  Kay was an integral part of the 

museum’s Victorian teas and was the first recipient of 

the Earl Hann Volunteer of the Year Award in 2004. We 

will greatly miss Kay’s smiles and sandwiches and her 

years of support at the museum and OHS. 

Jill Passmore 

Visitor Experience Coordinator 
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Oshawa House: Now and Then 
North West corner of King and Centre Sts 

Built in 1838 

This old building was a hotel known as Oshawa House. Richard Woon kept the 
inn from 1838 to 1850. It has since been passed on by many owners and is 
now a coffee shop. 

Information on the Oshawa House and the contemporary photograph come courtesy of 

OMY: The Oshawa Museum Youth! 
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We Service All Makes and 
Models 

 

COOPER’S 
AUTO 

SERVICES 
Since 1946 

 

Oshawa’s Only Downtown Gas 
Station 

At the corner of Bruce and 
Albert (Next to the GM Centre) 

5 Licensed Mechanics at 
Reasonable Rates 

Drive Clean Testing 
 

Visit us at 
www.coopersautoservices.com 

Interested in Advertising?  Contact Lisa for more information 

905-436-7624 x 106, membership@oshawamuseum.org 
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